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***** Print on Demand *****.Michael Pigeon, having just completed an elite school for executive
security in Aspen, Colorado, is brought in for his first mission briefing. After the briefing is
concluded, he and three other specially chosen SPOT agents set out for the beautiful country of
Venezuela. Michael discovers that, although the country is rich and beautiful, someone has placed a
bounty on his head. Michael realizes that he and the other SPOT agent s lives have been sold for
blood money. After crashing out at sea in the diplomat s private plane, Michael wonders if anyone
survived the melee at the airstrip. Bill Yancy impresses upon the diplomat that the contract
negotiations must continue for the emerald, ruby and sapphire gemstones that are to be used in
the U.S. laser industry. However, the diplomat and his wife are concerned about their kids. Michael
understands his executive security job is two fold: First, keep himself alive. Second keep the kids
alive until they can be reunited with their parents. Once this mission is completed, Michael wants to
find out whom it was that sold them all out....
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ReviewsReviews

This written book is excellent. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and useful. You may like how the article writer write this ebook.
-- Da yton Str a cke I-- Da yton Str a cke I

It in a single of my favorite ebook. It can be packed with knowledge and wisdom I am just happy to tell you that this is basically the finest ebook i have got
study in my very own lifestyle and may be he greatest pdf for actually.
-- Dr . Ja qua n Goodwin Jr .-- Dr . Ja qua n Goodwin Jr .
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